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Createspace, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. It s most time for Paul to come home, said Mrs. Hoffman. I must be setting the table
for supper. I wonder how he will like my new picture, said Jimmy, a delicate boy of eight, whose
refined features, thoughtful look, and high brow showed that his mind by no means shared the
weakness of his body. Though only eight years of age he already manifested a remarkable taste and
talent for drawing, in which he had acquired surprising skill, considering that he had never taken
lessons, but had learned all he knew from copying such pictures as fell in his way. Let me see your
picture, Jimmy, said Mrs. Hoffman. Have you finished it? She came up and looked over his shoulder.
He had been engaged in copying a humorous picture from the last page of Harper s Weekly. It was
an ambitious attempt on the part of so young a pupil, but he had succeeded remarkably well,
reproducing with close fidelity the grotesque expressions of the figures introduced in the picture.
That is excellent, Jimmy, said his mother in warm commendation. The...
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Most of these ebook is the ideal publication available. It really is rally fascinating throgh looking at period. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment of
reading through a created pdf.
-- Dr . Lilly Nola n-- Dr . Lilly Nola n

These kinds of book is every thing and helped me hunting forward plus more. It is probably the most remarkable book we have read through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ever ett Sta nton-- Ever ett Sta nton
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